FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MARYDEL, Delaware - July 2, 2012 – The Baltimore County Fire Department has placed an order
for two (2) additional Rosenbauer tractor drawn aerials. This is in addition to the initial order that
was placed in December. These new units will be assigned to Truck 5 and Truck 13.
The new tillers will feature 2013 Spartan Gladiator chassis featuring an MFD cab with a 10” raised
roof. A Cummins ISX15 500 HP motor coupled to an Allison 4000 EVS transmission will provide
power. Additional chassis related features include Alcoa Dura-Bright wheels, Weldon V-MUX
multiplexed electrical system w/driver’s interactive Vista III display, and a Spartan Chassis severeduty interior trim package.
Each side of the Rosenbauer EXT extruded aluminum body will feature five compartments with the
forward three being transverse. All compartments will be enclosed with hinged doors and
illuminated by LED strip lighting.
The Rosenbauer Viper 100’ 4-section aerial ladder will be operated via Rosenbauer’s Smart Aerial
operating system. Both the ladder and the outriggers will be hot dipped galvanized to prevent
corrosion. During nighttime operations personnel will be able to safely operate on the aerial as it
will be illuminated by blue LED ladder rung lights that stretch the length of all four sections.
Supplying electric power will be an Onan 12kW diesel generator. Scene lighting will of a
combination of FRC Spectra and Evolution 12-volt LED lights. There will also be (2) Hannay
electrical reels and (2) Hurst hydraulic reels located throughout the body. Other features include (6)
FRC LED900-Q65 scene lights, Sigtronics vehicle intercom system, Whelen LED warning light
package, and TecNiq E950 LED backup lights in the trailer wheelwell.
A family owned and operated company, DPC Emergency Equipment has continuously served public
safety personnel in Maryland and Delaware for 22 years. DPC is an authorized sales and service
dealer for Rosenbauer, Spartan Chassis, PL Custom, and Wheeled Coach in both Maryland and
Delaware. To learn more about our company, people, products, and services, visit our website at
www.dpcemergency.com.
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